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Beware VIRTRU Shadow Government Email Encryption

Virtru funded by Bessemer Capital, a Clinton Foundation donor and 1993 encryption key thief for the Senior Executive Service (SES)

Bessemer is a Clinton Foundation donor and partner. Bessemer participated in the $1 billion Hillary Clinton’s give away of American technologies to the Russians through Skolkovo technology campus with Cisco, IBM, Microsoft, Raytheon and Google. After this give away, the Russians paid Bill Clinton $500,000 for a single speech to Moscow’s Renaissance Capital. Millennium gave a “BUY” recommendation to the Uranium One sale immediately.

Bessemer also founded Verisign (encryption keys) in 1998 that is controlled by Hillary and Bill Clinton. Verisign’s co-founder D. James Bidzos who helped organize the weaponization of the Internet at John Podesta’s and James P. Chandler’s FBI encryption key conference on Jun 07, 1993.
In addition, Virtru’s end user license agreement is a mine field of exceptions that give them license to read your content any time they want. . . at the end of this long, dense Restrictions paragraph. We will highlight the double-speak mines written by their scum bag lawyers meant to lull users into a false sense of security and privacy:

2.2 Restrictions. Customer shall not, without the prior written consent of Virtru:

(a) copy all or any portion of the Materials or Virtru Services;

(b) decompile, disassemble, scrape or otherwise reverse engineer the Materials, Virtru Services or any portion thereof, or determine or attempt to determine any source code, algorithms, methods or techniques embodied in the Materials or used in the Virtru Services or any portion thereof;

(c) modify, translate or create any Derivative Works based upon the Materials or Virtru Services;

(d) distribute, disclose, market, rent, lease, assign, sublicense, pledge or otherwise transfer the Materials, in whole or in part, to any third party or export the Materials outside the United States;

(e) engage in any activity that interferes with or disrupts the Virtru Services (or the servers and networks that are connected to the Virtru Services);

(f) remove or alter any copyright, trademark, trade name or other proprietary notices, legends, symbols or labels appearing on or in copies of the Materials or the Virtru Services;

(g) perform, or release the results of, benchmark tests or other comparisons of the Materials or Virtru Services with other programs or services;

(h) transfer the Materials to any computer other than a computer owned by Customer and used by Customer in Customer’s operations;

(i) permit the Materials or Virtru Services to be used for processing the data of any third party; [OPEN ENDED, SUBJECTIVE, SELF-SERVING TERM]

(j) incorporate the Materials, Virtru Services or any portion thereof into any other program, product or service, or use the Materials or Virtru Services to provide similar services or functionality to third parties; [OPEN ENDED, SUBJECTIVE, SELF-SERVING TERM]

(k) provide any third party with access to the Virtru Services other than as expressly permitted herein; [OPEN ENDED, SUBJECTIVE, SELF-SERVING TERM]

(l) trade or resell the Materials or Virtru Services for any purpose;

(m) use the Materials or Virtru Services for any unlawful or tortious purpose; [OPEN ENDED, SUBJECTIVE, SELF-SERVING TERM]

(n) use the Virtru Services to transmit Customer Content that is illegal or that infringes or misappropriates any third party’s privacy or intellectual property rights; [OPEN ENDED, SUBJECTIVE, SELF-SERVING TERM]

(o) use the Virtru Services to transmit any viruses, worms, time bombs, Trojan horses or any other harmful or malicious code; [OPEN ENDED, SUBJECTIVE, SELF-SERVING TERM]

(p) use the Materials or Virtru Services for any purpose where an accurate verification of identity has critical or life-threatening consequences; or [OPEN ENDED, SUBJECTIVE, SELF-SERVING TERM]

(q) use the Materials or Virtru Services for any purpose other than in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement or Virtru’s then-current privacy policy (available at https://www.virtru.com/privacy-policy/ the “Privacy Policy”). Customer shall ensure that all Customer Users of the Virtru Service and Materials comply with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. Customer shall be responsible for compliance with this Agreement by each Customer User and it shall monitor and manage all Customer Users in connection with this Agreement. [OPEN ENDED, SUBJECTIVE, SELF-SERVING TERM]

In short, Virtru will do whatever the hell they want (please excuse the French) to with your “encrypted” data simply by having their corrupt Deep State lawyers (like the ones who have attacked President Donald Trump in the Russia HOAX) fabricating a charge against you.

Note: PROTON MAIL, another supposed encrypted email service has a similar corrupt pedigree and is run out of ZURICH, SWITZERLAND.

---

Get Your Free Speech Leader.com Email Address (https://truthbits.blog/2018/12/14/get-your-free-speech-leader-com-email-address/)